O WORD OF GOD INCARNATE

1. O Word of God in Person,
   O Wisdom from above,
   O Truth since not changed,
   O Light of our dark sky,
   We praise YOU for the brightness
   That shines from Holy Book,
   A lamp for our way,
   Shines continue from ago to future time.

2. The church from Dear Master
   Received the gift of God,
   And church continue lift the light
   For shine over all the earth.
   That true the precious place
   Where diamonds of truth get saved;
   That true the picture drawn in heaven
   Of Christ, the Living Word.

3. That goes forward same a flag
   For lead the army of God;
   That shines same a lamp
   Over the dark world;
   That true the way and right show
   That leads across sea of life,
   Through rocks, clouds, and wrong land
   Continue lead, O Christ, to YOU.

4. Oh, Dear Savior, make YOUR church,
   A lamp of shining gold
   For bring before the nations
   YOUR true light same ago!
   Oh, teach the traveling worshipers
   For plan their way with that
   Until clouds and darkness finished,
   And they see YOU face before face! Amen
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